**Thomson - Eikon**

**Description:**
The database provides financial and economic information on equities, bonds, market indices, exchange rates, interest rates, derivatives and analysts’ reports from investment banks.

**Access:** To access EIKON, you must use the specific computer in the Library. Please ask library staff for the log-in credential.

**Coverage:**

Active Public Co: 50000
Private Co: 1.7 Million
Reports Available 2009 to 2018

Country Profiles

- Economic Indicators at Country level (100-200 per country depending on significance) including Consensus Polls and Contributor Forecasts.
- Full History

**THOMSON REUTERS I/B/E/S ESTIMATES**

- Forecast data from over 850 active brokers around the world
- Estimates for over 21,000 active companies in 86 countries
- Comprehensive annual and interim data for over 30 financial measures including revenue, profit, cash flow
- Granular company and level footnotes
- Consensus estimates and target price
- Actuals (at time of the report, Go forward and Restated Actuals)
- 5 Years Historical, four years Estimates
- Starmine Analytics and Ratios, Analyst Performance Ranking, Top Analyst Rankings on a Company

**FUNDAMENTALS**

- Over 50,000 active public companies covered worldwide
- Global data with full history (Annual from 1993 (Americas) & 1995 (rest of the world))
- Full company measures on balance sheet, cash flow, income statement
- Company-specific, original and restated, all footnotes
- Detailed Operating Metrics, Major Customers, Segment Ratios
- Earnings Quality model

**EVENTS**

- Full coverage and history of analyst calls, broker and independent research, corporate analyst meetings, corporate conference calls, earnings releases, economic events and indicators, Ex Div releases, general/political events, IPO information, M&A Announcements, sales releases, stock splits

**OFFICERS & DIRECTORS**

- Current and former officers and directors, current/most recent titles, biographies, age, as reported and standardized compensation/options, ability to search by person and affiliations

**RESEARCH**

- Access to reports from 800 contributing brokers and 110 independent firms
• Sell-side research (firm level)

EMBARGOED RESEARCH
• Thomson Reuter Investext, subscription collection with 1,600 contributors and around 30 exclusive sources such as Credit Suisse and Barclays (full list available on request)
• Available as a Free-Liable Add-on for specific job roles

MACROECONOMIC INDICATORS (DATASTREAM)
• 4.3million Macroeconomic indicators covering 175 countries with up to 60 years history on many series
• Contributors from Country statistical offices, World Bank, IMF, Oxford Economics OECD, etc.

OWNERSHIP & PROFILES DATA
• Profiles of more than 150,000 contacts
• Up to 30 year of history
• Ability to search at corporate and owner level
• Smart Holdings Model
• Insider/Stakeholder information

PRIVATE COMPANIES
• 1.7 million private company profile accessible via search
• 580,000 companies have revenue numbers
• 250,000 companies have financial summaries with 10 data points
• 100,000 Private Equity backed companies
• Includes officers for Private Equity backed companies
• Includes Private Issuers of Public Debt, Delisted Equities, Hierarchies of Issues with Public Debt

DEALS
• Deal Tearsheet
• Company Deals Views (including Aggregate Freeman Fees)
• Full History
• Year to date and Quarter End Investment Banking League Tables
• Customizable Investment Banking League Tables
• Market/Industry Views
• Shareholder Activism
• Poison Pills
• Screening

PEOPLE DIRECTORY
• Find, discover and connect with other professionals within and outside the Thomson Reuters Eikon network

PORTFOLIO ANALYTICS
• Portfolio creation
• Portfolio Analytics including attribution, risk performance, report writing
• Real-Time Contribution View
• Dashboard

THOMSON REUTERS LIPPER
Market convention calculated, volume at a price including chart, trades by the venue
Full holdings-includes access to dynamic calculation engine plus any custom calculations developed for WM/Premium clients

NEWS

REUTERS NEWS

- Real-time and historical company news from the world’s largest financial news organization with operations in 131 countries and approximately 3,000 journalists
- Full International Securities News including Equities and relevant Fixed Income, FX, Money and Commodities News
- In-depth FX/MM News, Fixed Income News and Commodities and Energy News
- Global newswires
- Global 3rd Party new sources

REUTERS INVESTOR BRIEFS

- Corporate news filtering and analysis service provides unrivaled coverage across global markets
- Over 51,000 active companies, representing over 95% of world market cap
- Coverage of all constituents of all major indices
- 150+exchanges in 100 countries
- Stories tagged by topic, importance, and industry
- History available (January 2000 for the US, 2002 for UKI and Canada and 2005 for all other non-US markets)
- News analysis and filtering service providing a concise description of crucial, market-moving company news events

COMMENTARY

- Reuters Breakingviews provides agenda-setting commentary on the big financial stories IFR Markets covers rates and credit markets
- FX Buzz provides forward-looking exchange analysis and commentary covering all major currencies
- Commodity Columnists from industry-respected analysts

REUTERS INSIDER

- Video commentary, key interviews, and analysis on the latest trends and issues affecting the global financial industry directly

TOOLS

ALERTS

- Set up alerts to track updates
- Create alerts on Events, News, Price, Quotes, Research, Symbol
- Receive alerts by email or within Thomson Reuters Eikon

ANSWERS

- Natural language, Google-style search

BRIEFCASE

- Collect, manage and access key content and documents via your mobile device and synchronize this with your desktop
• Important content (transcripts, briefs, research, news, filings) can be archived into a single area for future review and reference

CHARTING
• Charting and analysis capabilities viewable by day, hour, minute or tick, in real-time
• Technical analysis to help discern current and historical trading patterns
• Pre-defined templates and user-defined references to create customized charting environment

  Access to Datastream analysis and charting capabilities
• Global macroeconomic and financial data fully integrated with powerful regression analysis and charting tools
• Thousands of pre-built industry standard charts

COMPANY OVERVIEW
• Company intelligence in one place with drill-down into the detail
• Includes access to aggregates matrix, competitors, corporate actions derivatives and deep cross-asset coverage, estimates, Smart Estimates, fundamentals, ownership and insiders, Street Events

CONTENT EXPLORER
• Pages that guide users from broad overviews for a country or asset class down to comprehensive and precise details for a specific instrument

COUNTRY GUIDES
• Presents all aspects of a region or index broken down by asset class
• View of news, research, economic data, events, cross-asset information and central bank information

ECONOMIC MONITOR
• Real-time updates for over 5000 market-moving indicators
• Economic releases, revisions, and forecasts are presented and updated in real-time with the ability to look at charts and history

INDEX MOVERS
• Provides fundamental, reference and real-time data in a customizable display for an index, its constituents, sectors and statistical data

INTUITIVE SEARCH WITH AUTO SUGGEST
• Answers from multiple information sources on a single screen
• Instant feedback as the text is typed into the search bar

LISTS
• Create and store lists of securities in a central place

MACRO EXPLORER
• Explore industry-leading economic data to uncover patterns and investigate market trends
• Quickly and intuitively screen global economies against hundreds of content sets and apply powerful visualization to investigate the content

MESSENGER
• Connect to other Eikon users, standalone Eikon messenger users and 3rd party instant messaging networks
• Exchange ideas and share live data and analytics in real time

MICROSOFT OFFICE

Full integration with Microsoft Office with Excel-like data analysis directly in the application plus ability to add any available or custom data item to reports. Data and charts can be linked within Excel, Powerpoint or Word to create spreadsheets, presentations, and documents
• Excel: Retrieve cross-asset data, Charting, Lists and Portfolios, Templates, Calculation Function (Calculator links coming from Eikon), Adfin Analytics

MOBILE

• Optimized for iPhone, BlackBerry, Android or tablet

NEWS MONITOR APP

• Displays streaming headlines for companies, topics, and keywords. Customize display by highlighting entities, words or topic codes

OPTIONS WATCH

• Displays options on a specified underlying instrument such as equity, an index or a futures contract

SOCIAL MEDIA MONITOR

• Provides twitter content along with the sentiment and other analytics to analyze specific companies, products or news events

THOMSON REUTERS EIKON EXTENSION FOR THE CHROME BROWSER

Scan a web page and perform deeper analysis into people, companies or countries of interest using Thomson Reuters Eikon

**Download Formats:**
.xls,